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Binary tree multiprocessors, such as DADO, have many favorable advantages for 
hardware implementation. For example, binary trees are planar requlflng linear 
area ("VLSI implementations require area which is proportional to the number of 
processing elements) and are not pm-limited (off chip connections remain constant as 
device dlmensions scale down and more processors are implemented on the chip). 
One often cited problem for binary trees, however, is that trees are not fault 
tolerant. In this brief note, we detail a simple method which guarantees operation 
of a binary tree machine after two successive faults, as well as a 50% chance of 
proper operation after a third successive fault. This scheme requires no 
extraordinary engineering changes and very simple software to support proper 
operation of the machine. The binary tree organization is thus maintained. 

We first consider the types of faults which may occur in a typical multiprocessor 
system. The primary system components are: 

- printed wires on boards 

- wires connecting two locations occupying space (non-printed wires) 

- connectors between boards and connectors between Ie's and boards 

- and fmally, Ie's (packaged chips). 

In modern technology, printed wires generally do not fail. Thus, it is safe for us 
to ignore this source of faulty operation. The scheme we shall describe, however, 
also covers thiS posslbllity Non-printed wires are extremely vulnerable to vibration 
and physlcal abuse and are thus frequent sources of faults in a large-scale system. 
We nole With interest that binary tree machines, and in particular DADO, employ 
only printed Wlres and no non-printed WIres. (This is not the case for "butterfly 
type" machines, for example.) 

We thus focus on connectors and Ie's. Board connectors can be easily engineered 
for fault free operation for any system. However, connectors between Ie's and 
boards (or solder joints) pose a more senous threat. If such connectors fail, t~ Ie 
Will not function. It is safe, therefore, to consider Ie failure and connector failure 
as potential generators of the same sorts of faalts. Thus, in the remamder of this 
note, we shall only refer to Ie fallure which includes the case for Ie connectors or 
solder joint failures. The most common and frequent Ie failure is slmple parity 
errors on memory accesses. This can be handled with conventional error correcting 
methods and is assumed to be present. By Ie failure we mean complete and 
Irrevocable non-operatlOn of a packaged circuit. By way of summary, we shall 
conSider Ie failures only for the DADO machine. We now introduce our scheme 
for fault tolerant operation. For pedagogical reasons we assume no hardware 
support for fault detection. 
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Suppose we are executing some parallel computation on a DADO machine of size 
N. (For DAD02, N=I023.) The essence· of our scheme is to replicate the 
computation four times in a DADO machine of size 4N + 3. The three additional 
nodes form the uppermost part of the tree (nodes T, Land R 10 Figure, which act 
as a~bitrators guaranteeing agreement between the four identical and concurrent 
processes In the four sub-DADO trees. 

Figure 1: Quadru plicated Com putation. 

Nodes Land R work concurrently to guarantee agreement between their descendant 
subtrees T guarantees their agreement and helps to Isolate faults if they anse. 
An example will help to elucidate our scheme. 

Suppose a fault occurs in sub-DAD02. Thus, the results communicated to L will 
undoubtedly differ at some point in the computation. Immediately upon noticmg 
this discrepancy, L notifies T by settmg a pm which T reads continually. At the 
same time R has noticed no faults of its own and communicates valid results to 
T. T proceeds to transmit R's result to the external host, and also to L. 

Node L, using this value supplied by R (via T), verifies that sub-DAD02 has 
failed. Subsequent operation of L simply passes through values from sub-DADO I 
directly to T. Sub-DAD02 can now either work independently to isolate its own 
fault for direct manual repair, or remain disconnected for the remainder of- the 
operation of the machlDe. Notice the computation has continued and the host has 
received valid results. 
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We are now left with three independent and concurrent valid computations in 
sub-DADO's 1, 3 and 4. IT another fault occurs in one of these sub-DADO'S, the 
other two computations will remain valid and isolate the faulty subtree in the same 
manner as explicated in our example. Thus, T is guaranteed to respond With valid 
data through two faults . 

At this point we have two valid and concurrent computations remainmg. IT a 
third fault occurs (and we assume no hardware support for fault detection), T can 
choose randomly from the two remaining subtrees with a statistical probability of 
success 50% of the time. 

Several potential problems immediately come to mind. What if two faults occur 
In two sub·DADO's concurrently? In this extremely unlikely case, two valid sub
DADO's can be used by the three arbitrators T, Land R to isolate the two faulty 
sub-DADO's. This assumes the two failing sub-DADO's will respond differently. 
Indeed, the chances that precisely the same fault will occur in both, forcing both to 
respond With the same data at the same instance in time, is astronomically small. 
Thus, two concurrent faults can be handled provided two valid computations 
remaIn 

What If T, L or R fail? This is the key problem. This scheme works only if T, 
Land R can be "hardene~" agai.nst their own faults. In this case an arbitration 
scheme for each node can be implemented by hardware redundancy, as is done in 
conventIOnal fault tolerant systems offered by such companIes as SYNAPSE, 
STRATUS and TANDEM. Duplication or triplication of circuitry with ~rbitratlon 
IS the most commonly used approach. 

The Important POInt to note is that hardware redundancy and arbitration are 
needed onlv for three nodes T, Land R. and not for each of the thousands of 
nodes In the entire system. 

It IS InterestIng to note that T, Land R are performing simple functions and do 
not require a full PE implementation. That is to say, T, Land R are exactly the 
same simple circuit which can be implemented on a sIngle Ie Three such Ie's can 
guarantee proper' operation for each of T, Land R. Indeed, rather than 3 IC's, a 
Single IC with three redundant circuits can do the same Job while mInimiZIng Ie to 
board connectIOns, which may faIl. (DAD02's present deSign employs 5 Ie's ID 

each PEl Thus, fault tolerance can be guaranteed by nine hardened chips, as 
Illustrated In Figurel: We note that no extraordinary software systems are required 
to Implement thiS scheme. No new "smart" kernel software is needed at each 
DADO PE. Indeed, board designs need not change as well. The three hardened 
PE's can be implemented on DADO's backplane, itself a printed-circUit board. ThiS 
scheme IS thus extremely simple, requiring a modest amount of engineering. Th,~ 

posslbdity eXists as well of devising methods for repairing faults in one of the sub
DADO's based solely on copying the state of the valId sibling to the faulty subtree 
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Fault tolerance requlres 9 hardened chips. 

• 

3 r~dundant Ie' 5 actIng as 

arb,trator5 to guarantee pro~ 

operatIon. Each ~hould be 

hardened agaInst faults. 

Our final question: what does it cost? This is perhaps the most interesting benefit 
of this approach. The scheme requires only a factor of 4 in hardware while 
maintaIning performance.. Note no non-printed wires are introduced with a modest 
engIneering change to the backplane. In addition, application software and 
supportIng system software operatIng in the sub-DADO trees need not be changed. 
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